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  ORIGIN
In May 1948 Group—Captain Cheshire came across an old man dying of

cancer whom no one wanted and who was about to be discharged from hospital.

After trying very hard to find somewhere else for him to go, but without success,

he took him into his own house and nursed him until he died. In the course of

doing this he discovered others who were in much the same situation, and took

them in too, turning the house into a home for the incurably sick.

This was the beginning of a mission for the relief of suffering which, thanks

to the help and support of a great many people the world over, has expanded

ever since, so that there are now fourteen Cheshire Homes in England and

six recently established in India, as well as one in Singapore.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

1. The Homes have developed and expanded, not according to a pro-conceived

plan, but as opportunity or need has presented itself, and normally in some

premises for which no one else could find a use.

2. They care for the incurable and homeless sick—those for whom the hospitals

can do nothing further and who have nowhere else to go.

3. They are run as homes rather than hospitals, for their function is not to

administer curative or surgical treatment. Thus they offer the affection

and freedom of family life, the patients being encouraged to take whatever

part they can in the day—to—day running of the house.

4. They are undenominational. Patients are admitted according to need,

irrespective of race, creed or social status, all being asked to live together

as one family.

ORGANISATION

The management of each home is vested in a committee, chosen to be as

representative as possible of the local community. Thus the homes fit naturally

into the framework of their surroundings and the patients have a sense of

belonging to the area.

There is a central Trust known as THE CHESHIRE FOUNDATION

HOMES FOR THE SICK TRUST. This Trust, which is a registered

charity, presides over the homes, owns all the property and acts as a guarantor

to the public that the individual homes are being properly managed and in

conformity with the general aims of the Cheshire Homes. The Trustees, who

are specialists within their own subjects, are for the most part public figures—

and all, of course, unpaid. A similar Trust has been established to control the

homes in India.

FINANCE

The Homes are privately, not State, owned and run, having no capital

behind them and being largely dependent on voluntary help and subscriptions.

Although precautions are taken to see that those patients who are in a position

to contribute towards their maintenance do so, no one is turned away because

of inability to pay. Thanks to the co-operation of local health authorities,

Benevolent Funds, etc., grants are forthcoming for the majority of the patients,

leaving a substantial amount of the daily maintenance costs to be found by the

indiwdual Homes, which, once established, are expected to be self-supporting.
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   Come and see us-

Help us to help ourselves

On the back cover of the Cheshire Smile there is a list of all our

Homes. If you find this magazine interesting—and we hope

you do#perhaps you would like to take a more personal interest

in the work of the Foundation by getting to know, and by

supporting, the Home in your area.

Of course, financial assistance is always required . . .

But we also need help in many other ways, such as volunteers

to organise fund-raising events, to undertake transport runs, to

work in the Homes in their spare time; nurses and domestic

helpers who feel a sense of dedication to this kind of work;

business firms who can offer discounts or donate rejected goods.

Like most private homes, ours have all started from scratch

and we are constantly opening new ones. In these new ones we

need all those things that a young housewife desires when

she moves into her first home. And we must have bed pans,

hypodermic syringes, bandages, medicines, blanketsfiand many

other things that are essential for easing the lot of the chronic

disabled. We also need ofl'ice equipmentAdesks, filing cabinets,

old typewriters, etc.

Let your local home know ifyou would like to visit it, or if you

would be able to interest any organisation (such as Toc H,

Women’s Institute, Rotary Club, etc.) which might support it.

The form overleaf is for your convenience. We should be

most grateful if you would complete it and return either to

the Secretary at 7 Market Mews, London, W.1. or to the Home

concerned.

 



  

The enclosed remittance for......................................................... is my donation/

   

 

   

  

    

  

  

    

 

Subscription for the Home at..........................................................and I should like

it to be used for:

(a) The general funds of the Home;

(b) Patients’ welfare;

 

(c) Some special purpose, i.e.

 

 

 

I should be pleased to receive:

(a) Details of the income tax recovery scheme whereby a regular

subscription can be nearly doubled without extra cost to the

subscriber;

(b) other information, as under:—
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forward in individual am'cles do not neces-

sarily represent the official view of the
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I OUR SEVENTY DAYS IN INDIA <0‘

I A Tour of the Cheshire Homes

I by Professor G.C. Cheshire, F.B.A., D.C.L. I

es as

The editor has asked me to give some account of the holiday that my

wife and I, accompanied by Phil Loneragan, spent in India last winter,

with the principal object of visiting the homes set up by Leonard in

that country since 1955. Want of space precludes me from doing

justice to what to us was a memorable journey, and it is impossible to

describe the little incidents, some agreeable, others not, which are a

feature of any long expedition and which tend to vibrate in the memory

long after more important matters have been forgotten.

Q
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Thus I must refrain from dilating upon such remembrances as:

the unforgettable View of Athens seen from the cockpit on a perfect

moonlit night; the splendour of the Roman remains at Baalbek in the

Lebanon; the ethereal beauty of the Taj Mahal; the view of the

Himalayan mountains from Darjeeling; the grandeur of New Delhi;

sunset on the Hooghly river; the charming interest shown by Lady

Dorothy Macmillan in the Delhi home; the battle scars of the siege of

Lucknow, still plainly distinguishable in the Residency grounds; the

abounding hospitality of Larry and Helen Donnelly in their Calcutta

flat; the frustration of striving to sleep in a Bombay bed to the accom-

paniment of a multitude of Hindus greeting the new year with trumpets

and crackers; the depths of gloom to which it is possible to descend

while in the throes of dysentery; the confusion caused by the disappear-

ing snake in Phil’s bathroom, which ultimately turned out to be only an

iguana; the tiny tot who strode into our bungalow at Katpadi with a

pressure cooker swaying gently but securely on his head; the Visit to a

caravan of Thibetans in the Himalayas who found us even stranger

than we found them; the astonishing excellence of the pantomime at

Bombay, produced with professional skill by Jim and Nina Carney to

the script of Colleen Macleod and which in its run of eight nights

became the talkof the town and produced over £3,000 for the local home.

But enough of these reminiscences. Except for one flirtation with the

train and for about 500 miles by car, the whole tour was accomplished by

plane and it lasted 70 days. Omitting occasional day trips, such as

those to Agra and Mussoorie, the itinerary was as follows: London

(10th December); Prague—Rome—Beirut (two nights)—Bombay (six

nights)%Madras (three nights)—~Katpadi (five nights)—Madras (four

nights)—Bombay (eight nights)—Delhi (eleven nights)—Dehra Dun

(four nights)#Delhi (one night)—Lucknow (two nights)—Calcutta

(eight nights)—]amshedpur (four nights)—Calcutta (three nights)—

Minn Tea estate, near Darjeeling (five nights)—Calcutta (one night)——

Karachi—Beirut—Zurich—London (17th February).
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The Leprosy Home

The six Cheshire Homes are now firmly established and are run by

most competent committees, partly British, partly Indian. One of the

most arresting and certainly one of the most effective socially is the

leprosy home at Katpadi, presided over with touching devotion by Mrs.

Chinnadoria. If ever there was a spectacle of human happiness it is here,

and yet one wonders why, for the twenty—one patients live under what

by European standards are somewhat primitive conditions. Eighteen

of them sleep in a long, bare buildinginine in beds, eight on the con-

crete floor, one on a tableiwhile by way of light entertainment there is

a hutch of rabbits and a distinctly vocal collection of fowl at opposite

ends of this austere dormitory. Yet these burnt-out lepers, outcasts of

society, have found a place in which they can at least recover their

self—respect and it is perhaps for this reason that each one of them, like

Mrs. Fezziwig, will greet a visitor with “ one vast substantial smile".

If the Cheshire Homes require a vindication, it is there at Katpadi.

The Children’s Home

An entirely different purpose is served by the Home at Jamshedpur,

150 miles west of Calcutta, which owes so much of its prosperity to its

energetic committee and the skilful nursing of Lesly Reardon, aided by

the vigilance of Larry Donnelly. It is situated about five miles from the

town on as estate of some 32 acres, which boasts a lake and many trees

and shrubs, and at present it houses twenty small Children, all of whom

are physically incapacitated. But here again the keynote is happiness.

Those of the children who can walk come down the drive to meet you

and with gleeful, but quite unintelligible, chatter, lead you by the hand

into the house.

Three of the four remaining homes are based on the big cities of

Bombay, Calcutta and Delhi, though in each case some fifteen miles out.

Bombay

The home near Andheri, outside Bombay, which was slowly and

painfully built up under conditions of extreme hardship by Leonard,

Margot Mason and a few faithful companions in 1955, now stands four

square to the wind, directed by a keen committee and run by three

Spanish nursing sisters. It lies in a quiet situation looking over virgin

jungle and it consists of two long buildings with deep verandas for the

patients, the stafl~ quarters and a chapel being some little distance away.

Another building is now under construction.

Calcutta

The Calcutta home is a spacious, well proportioned house on the

south bank of the Hooghly river. Perhaps its one drawback is that to

reach it means a tediousjourney of fifteen miles through a district that is

unbelievably congested, an obstacle, however, which does not deter

Bobby 'Wetherall, a member of the committee, from visiting the patients

twice weekly before he starts his daily work at the office. A vivid

example of self—sacrifice, but one that illustrates the spirit of the Indian

Committee members generally.

 



  Delhi

The Delhi home, like that at Bombay, is far out on the edge of the

jungle, but so industrially minded has the local government become that

it will not be long before it is surrounded by factories. At the moment,

however, it is attractively situated on a slight hill with extensive views all

round, and its present healthy state is due partly to the activities of the

committee, all-Indian except for Mrs. Chaplin, and partly to the enter-

prise of Michael Ward, who was formerly at Le Court. He has now,

alas, taken up academic work in Australia, but the good that he did

endures. Isolated in this solitary spot with a staff that knew no English,

he quickly became fluent in Hindi, established friendly relations with

his neighbours and brought the home to a pitch of efliciency that

commands universal respect.

Dehm Dun

The last home at Dehra Dun is unique in two respects: it is only about

a mile from the centre of the town and, lying at an altitude of 2,000 feet

in the foothills of the Western Himalayas, its climate is rather less

trying than in the rest of India. The site of the large two-storeyed house

lends itself to development, since it covers about two acres, and it is

here that Leonard is now in process of setting up what is called the

“ Cheshire Homes: International Unit”, where he takes cases too

difficult for the other homes to cope with and where staff, available for

others to draw upon, will be trained and imbued with the spirit of the

foundation. The committee, again all-Indian except for John Martyn,

is well and truly served by that very live wire, Mrs. Thakhur Dass.

General Impressions

And finally, what about India and the Indians? A stay of ten weeks

is a fragile basis upon which to form an opinion, but sometimes even

the casual spectator sees much of the game and perhaps no harm will

be done if I record a very few of our impressions, faulty though they

may be.

One item on the credit side about which there can be no question is

the all-pervading spirit of kindness and good-will. The stranger is

invariably met with a smile, a warmth of welcome and a disarming

friendliness, the comforting effect of which is to put him at his ease.

He is never embarrassed by the feeling that he is odd-man-out, a

stranger in a strange land. Neither will he ever be refused a service.

Even in a private house, the servants will cheerfully produce breakfast

at 4.30 a.m. if there is an early plane to be caught at a distant airport.

True, this genuine anxiety to be helpful is not always combined with a

high degree of efficiency, and there are certain normal transactions that

sometimes cause the traveller to become a little restive. To send a

telegram is a major operation involving visits to three different de-

partments; to change a traveller’s cheque will occupy three clerks for

anything up to fifty minutes; and to put through a long distance call is

so arduous that for the sake of your blood pressure you don’t do it.

But what does it all matter? The heat breeds lassitude, and what is not

done today can equally well be done tomorrow.

 

  

                                     

    

  

  

   



   

   The railway service in particular demands considerable aptitude for

patience, as we discovered to our cost, when we were marooned at

Jamshedpur one Friday morning in February. We were suddenly told

that the single-engined plane which we had hired could not possibly

pick us up for another twenty-four hours. As we were faced with an

inescapable appointment in Calcutta on the following morning,

obviously something drastic had to be done about it. The choice

seemed simple: 150 miles by train or 300 miles by car. One does not

lightly embark upon a 300 mile road journey in the heat and dust of

India, so Leonard got busy on the telephone and was able to report at

11 a.m. that the 10 am. train, the last until night, was still standing

in the station and that we might catch it if we could accomplish the

fifteen minute drive in ten minutes. So speed became the order of the

day. Our lavish hostess, Mrs. Hailey, for whom nothing was too much

trouble, raided the larder on the spur of the moment and packed us into

her car together with enough food for two journeys. When we reached

the station at 11.30, sure enough the train was still there, looking for

all the world as if it were permanently rooted to the spot. The only

available first class carriage was not alluring. It contained two hard

seats covered with leather placed lengthwise under the windows with

bunks above; its floor was littered deep with filth; its fan and its lights

refused to function until the speed exceeded 30 m.p.h. which was

rarely the case. Still, it is always good to mortify the flesh now and

again. At 12.30 pin, to everybody’s surprise, the train was suddenly

galvanized into action, and bowling along at an average speed of a little

over 18 m.p.h. we were ultimately deposited at Calcutta at 8.35 pm.

to be met with the news that the appointment for the following day was

off. Of course, not all trains are as bad as that, and on some of the longer

routes air-conditioned carriages are provided for those who can afford

the cost. One contributory cause of the general malaise that affects the

railway administration, especially the intolerable delays, lies in the

playful little habits of the Indian whose sense of civic responsibility is

not yet highly developed. It has been estimated, for instance, that a

train is stopped every thirteen minutes throughout the year because the

communication cord has been pulled just for the fun of the thing.

No charge of inefficiency, however, can be levelled against Air

India or Indian Air Lines. As regards punctuality, the standard of

piloting, the courtesy of the staffs and the efficiency of their general

organisation, we have not met their superiors.

IVidespread poverty

What perhaps strikes a visitor more forcibly than anything else is

the poverty of so many of the people. Opinions differ as to whether

this is better or worse than in the days of the English, but if it is better

we have a lot to answer for. The greater part of the population is

undernourished, employment is hard to obtain, wages are low (two to

three shillings a day for instance in the building trade, £7 103. a month

for the skilled chauffeur), and housing accommodation is so pathetically

short that hundreds of thousands of families live on the pavements of
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the big cities, or under rickety shelters made by stretching some light

material over stakes driven into the ground. Labour conditions are

hard according to European standards. A woman will work all day

carrying seven bricks and sometimes even more placed upon her head,

a man will trudge for miles borne down by a load of timber or other

materials that would fill a respectable handcart. On one occasion

Leonard saw six men cheerfully walking along a street in Calcutta with a

grand piano balanced on their heads. Again, safety precautions for

the workers are often rudimentary. For instance, the scaffolding, even

on a ten-storey building, consists merely of bamboo poles and, instead

of the planked platform at each stage upon which the Englishman works

in reasonable security, the Indian poises himself barefooted upon a

single pole that is lashed horizontally to the uprights, and upon this

precarious perch he will spend many hours laying bricks, plastering,

decorating, and so on.

Government plans

The central government is very much alive to the problems of

poverty and unemployment, and in an attempt to improve matters it

has been engaged for several years upon a vast scheme of industrializa-

tion, but only a comparatively small proportion of the vast population,

which is round about 4-00 million and increasing with frightening

rapidity, can be absorbed into industry, and some critics, with an eye

to the greatest good of the greatest number, would prefer to see more

money directed to the stimulation of agriculture.

Politically, India occupies a key position in the troubled world of

today and is confronted with a critical test of democracy. What she

does will have vital repercussions. If she proves that her present

democratic form of government can bring contentment and prosperity

to the people, a powerful impetus will be given to the cause of human

freedom. If she fails, the result will probably be a solid wedge of

communism from China to Indonesia. The rest of the free world will

be well advised to extend to her all the help, material and moral, within

their power. The extension of the Cheshire Homes to Asia represents

a very small mark upon a very large canvass, but at least it is a gesture of

good will and sympathy and one that without any doubt has been

welcomed with genuine gratitude. So often, it is the little things that

count.

G.C.C.

G.C.’s PERSONAL MESSAGE TO THE ENGLISH HOMES

In recent months, Miss Mason, G.C.’s secretary, has been touring

the Homes with a tape recording of a message that G.C. had recorded

in India to the residents in all his English Homes.

He spoke, he said, from Calcutta, “ having just been listening to

the tape on which you had recorded your Christmas message to me.

It made me feel very homesick. We are a long way from you out here,

some 8,000 miles, I believe, but I am close to you in spirit. Everyday,
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I think of you, almost room by room. Doing that somehow makes my

work easier.”

” We are all one and the same team, you know. There are homes to

be built for tens of thousands without homes. There’s still need for

homes in Britain, despite the Welfare State. So imagine what it’s like in

India—and even India isn’t the worst."

He went on to describe the situation in India as he had found it.

The attitude to the disabled is so completely negative, fatalistic,

“ there’s nothing we can do about it!” It’s the beggar attitude, sit

back and let others do something for me. “ Our job is to make the

disabled out here feel they are not wasted, not useless: we must give

them a sense of status, enable them to do something, be constructive

and creative, and as far as possible, self-supporting. We can open up

new fields of interest for them. Bit by bit we must spread, even though

the material help at our disposal is so scanty.” He described a little

girl at Dehra Dun who had been left, abandoned, on the steps of the

Home there. “ She‘s just one of thousands.”

“ Yet, despite all the dilTerences, when I look round any of our

Homes here in India I can see the same sort of disabilities as in England.

Sometimes I can almost imagine I’m back home with you.”

He sent good wishes to his many friends in the old country and

mentioned by name several patients in the English Homes—Cathie

at Staunton Harold; Freddie at St. Teresa’s; Hughie at Le Court (who

unfortunately died before the recording arrived).

“ The Indian Homes would like to see films of you all. And tape

recordings of your voices. You will certainly be seeing films of us out

here. A film unit is coming out this summer. And a film has also been

made of the building of the Singapore Home.”

Talking of this reminded him of a recording “ which you will have

an opportunity of hearing ” made of the pantomime organised by the

hardworking Jim and Nina Carney at Bombay last Christmas on

behalf of the Home there, and he ended his message by describing the

show. “ It was one of the best pantomimes I have ever seen.” It had

run for eight days and raised 50,000 rupees (over J€3,000).

“ It is called an incurable disease, I do not like the expression. It is a

disease for which a cure has not yet been found.”

“ Let us seek out in every handicapped person not the harm the

crippling has done but the good he has in him.”
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  A WHEELCHAIR —— WITH A DIFFERENCE!

Our attention has recently been drawn to a wheelchair which is

proving a great boon to disabled users. The patentee is Councillor

Potter, himself disabled and chair-bound. It is designed, not so much

for a chronic invalid but rather for a disabled person who wishes to lead

as normal a life as possible. The main feature of this chair is its over-all

width which is only twenty inches. It can thus carry its user through the

space required for the able—bodied to walk and opens up many places

denied to the users of other wider chairs. In spite of its narrow dimen-

sions, it offers eighteen inches of seating space sufficient for the biggest—-

and heaviest—user. Illustrated folder will be sent on request. English

inquiries to STANLEY COX, LTD., 93—94, NEW CAVENDISH

STREET, LONDON, W.1. Scotland: WILLIAM MILLIKIN,

92—94, HANOVER STREET, EDINBURGH, 2. Ireland: POTTER

INVALID APPLIANCES LTD., COLLEGE CHAMBERS, DUN

LAOGHAIRE, DUBLIN. If writing state “ POTTER ” chair.—

(Advt.)

 

A SECRET OF HAPPINESS

There’s a Secret of Happiness in a life of Prayer,

Unknown to all others, who seek it not there.

There’s a Secret of Happiness in all work for Our Lord,

When we look but to Him for hope and reward.

There’s a Secret of Happiness in suffering and pain,

When we turn it all into Heavenly gain.

There’s a Secret of Happiness in remaining unknown,

To live and to work for our God alone.

There’s a Secret of Happiness in the loving desire,

To bring souls to God out of sinful mire.

There’s a Secret of Happiness in the hope of reward.

So sweet and so full with our Blessed Lord.

There’s a Secret of Happiness in Union with God,

Nothing else like it on earth’s green sod.
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“ Cheshire Family Day ”—the day on which each year members

from all the Homes gather at one nominated Home to discuss progress

and problems—is planned to be held this year at St. Cecilia’s, Bromley,

Kent, on 26th September. This is the day before the oflicial opening

of their new extension.

* i *

The pupils of Churchfield School, West Bromwich, Staffs, had a

bright idea. They heard about Group Captain Cheshire; they wanted

to show their appreciation of his work. So, with his permission, they

have named one of the school houses after him~“ Cheshire House."

And now they make a regular collection which they send to the West

Midlands Home.

‘A‘ ‘k *

We were very pleased to see ourselves mentioned in Ted Kavanagh’s

gossip column in “ The Universe ” one week in April. “ As a lesson in

patient submission to suffering ” said Ted, “ and in the triumph of the

spirit over affliction I recommend everyone to read a publication—new

to me—the Cheshire Smile. Written, edited, managed and published

entirely by patients,” he went on, “ every page is an inspiration. Why

not become a subscriber for 5s. a year?” We can only echo, why not?

Readers may begor rather should be—interested to know that

Kavanagh the Kat, in other words, yours truly, the house eat of Le

Court, was born on the same day that Ted Kavanagh opened our Féte

eight years ago. Hence the name!

‘k * *

In order to commemorate their tenth anniversary the Invalid Tricycle

Association are going all out to organise a record national rally this

year at the famous Silverstone Motor Racing Circuit in Northampton-

shire. It will be held on Sunday 13th July.

* ‘k *

I must say I am in full sympathy with the I.T.A. in their campaign

for the repeal of legislation forbidding the carrying of a passenger in

invalid carriages and for the supply of a two—seater vehicle for the

disabled. As “ The Magic Carpet ” has been pointing out lately, the

present users of invalid carriages are forced to travel in solitude. Often

no one is available to help them during or at the end of journeys. It

seems that such carriages could be made and supplied without great

additional cost: the design of the single—scater has advanced so much

since 1930 that they are practically two-seaters already.
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  This business of piling up pennies in pubs for St. Teresa’s seems to be

catching in Cornwall. As a money-raising effort it certainly seems to

attract attention. The latest tower of coppers to come crashing down

was at the historic Jamaica Inn. The 24,480 pennies, weighing 354 lbs.,

meant a benefit of J€180 to the Cheshire Home in Cornwall.

* i: *

“ C.S.” readers will remember notices in the magazine of a Connecti-

cut group of severely handicapped people who are attempting to

establish their own cottage—community under the name of “ New

Horizons, Inc.” News comes now of another American group which

is seeking a way out of “ institutional living ”. Lilian Petock, the leading

spirit in this venture, is a thirty year old, afflicted with muscular

dystrophy, who has lived all her life in a wheel—chair. She writes “ It

is impossible for most handicapped people in my position to pay for

full-time help, and anyway most of us don’t need full-time helpers.

What we need is some getting-up assistance and going-to-bed assistance,

and a bit of help in preparing meals, etc.” She has planned an apartment

building, called Freedom Gardens, for 100 wheelchair people from

Metropolitan New York.

* * *

I have deliberately juxtaposed the following story with the previous

paragraph. It is from a U.N. broadcast recorded in a refugee camp in

Greece——

“ What is it you would like to have most in life,” asked the reporter.

“ A key.” replied the refugee,“ A key to a door behind which I could

have some privacy for me and my family, a place I could really make

my home.”

* * *

Culled from “ The Observer’s ” Sayings of the week—

“ I don’t say that they (nuclear weapons) ever will be a very nice

thing to be hit by,”—Mr. Foster Dulles.

That’s my selection for the saying of the year.

THE LE COURT PATIENTS’ WELFARE FUND

by Paul Hunt, Chairman of the Patients’ Welfare Committee

Responsibility in one form or another helps to mature the ordinary

person. So it seems to be a false principle for those in authority to

shelter disabled people and manage their affairs for them as though mind

were affected as well as body. Well-meaning parents and guardians often

encourage complete dependence on themselves in this way, which is

surely a cause of the lack of maturity often found in us.

At Le Court, our Patients’ Welfare Fund helps to counteract this

tendency, and forms a seemingly indispensable part of a Home such as

ours. As the written constitution of the Fund puts it, the underlying
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objective is “to give the patients as a whole a greater share in the

management of funds and the organisation of activities especially

relating to their welfare, and to encourage them to raise and expend

funds on their own initiative wisely and constructively. It is earnestly

hoped that this will give everyone a real sense of having a substantial

stake in our own home, Le Court.”

There had accumulated in the Warden’s care various sums of money

earmarked for outings, radios, general amenities, etc., which were

freely handed over to the Welfare Fund at its inception in 1953. A

Committee of three, Chairman, Treasurer, and Third Member, is

elected annually at a meeting of the whole house, to do the actual

administration, with the Warden in an advisory capacity only. The

house also meets every month to hear how things are going, to give its

approval (or otherwise) to projected schemes, to voice grievances or

offer suggestions. We have our own bank account, proper books are

kept and a nearby firm of accountants kindly audits them annually.

The committee apoints a Canteen Manager and Assistant (the

Canteen has a turnover of £1,500 a year), an Occupational Therapy

Manager who together with a visiting instructress looks after all the

arts and crafts activities in the Home, and various people to order,

collect for, and distribute papers and magazines. In conjunction with

these “ heads of departments ” the committee see to all the business

arising—ordering, sales, paying bills, stocktaking, etc. Also someone

has to see to the purchase and maintenance of all radios (there is one in

each room) and the Television. Our 16 mm. film projector (a generous

present) has to be looked after, and films booked and paid for—we have

a show once a fortnight.

Other duties of the committee include helping to arrange all kinds of

parties, outings, and entertainments. Although much has of necessity to

be done and decided by the staff, this doesn’t detract from the responsible

part taken by the patients, as represented by their committee. There are

many letters to write, mostly “ thank you’s ” for visiting entertainers

and presents or donations.

You can imagine that all this saves the administrative staff a deal of

work, but the positive benefit that is ours would seem to be the more

important. In those who actually hold some position the effect is very

apparent for they feel of use and gain an added interest in the Home and

everyone in it. The jobs they are required to do demand some measure

of tact, fairmindedness, and other qualities, if they are to be done well,

and of course it is a very good thing to be serving others. Acting as

leaders in a community, and dealing with people, money, and business

affairs, makes for a social assurance that can be hard to come by for

those in wheelchairs.

Ideally, responsibility for the Fund should be diffused over the

whole community. Unfortunately, individual interest seems to be on

the wane, but there is still a great deal of interest and support that

would not be there at all if everything were done for us.
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It is often assumed that Occupational Therapy is suflicient to fulfill

the creative capacities of disabled people. But one can get awfully tired

of making baskets and trays, and there is little incentive to overcome

the inertia that disability can produce. That is not to say that Arts and

Crafts do not have a very real function, but it is surely doubly im-

portant that mental maturity and independence be produced if full

development is denied us physically.

Perhaps one day we will be given more opportunity to contribute to

society instead of depending on it. And perhaps, in a small way, our

Welfare Fund, while performing such a useful function now, may also

show the way to others, and make more people realise that a diseased

body does not necessarily mean a diseased mind.

“ MIRAFLORES ”

Reported by Norman Richardson

(Reproduced from “ The Towers”, the weekly newspaper published by the

patients at Belmont Hospital, Sutton, which specialises in cases of neurosis.

We are indebted to the Editor for permission to reprint.)

It will probably be news to many readers that there exists in South

West London, at 154-, Worple Road, Wimbledon, to be precise, a hostel

for discharged patients of Belmont and similar hospitals. I went over

there the other day and, at the ring of a bell, passed from the insidious

cold of London in December to comfort at the hearth of Miss Peace, the

Hostel Warden. Also present was Mrs. Goddard, one of the Joint

Honorary Secretaries of the Management Committee, and a ready

volunteer of information.

From her I learnt that the hostel owes its existence to the Group

Captain Cheshire Trust, famous for its Homes for the disabled.

Belmont’s own Dr. Minski, it was pleasant to learn, played an im-

portant part in the hostel’s foundation and is a member of the Manage-

ment Committee. Virtually the first of its kind, the hostel represents

a bold advance in the campaign for mental health.

“ Miraflores ” is a largish red-brick and stucco house of two storeys

plus attics. I was shown round by Miss Peace and gained an impression

of modest comfort. Boarders sleep two or three in a room and are pro-

vided with breakfast and late dinner on weekdays and full board at

weekends. Washing facilities are good (including showers) and the

“ Noisy Room ” equipped with wireless and pianola, and quiet room

for reading and writing, both lavishly endowed with easy chairs,

inspired envy in a Belmontese. The charges, £4 for a man and £3 10$.

for a woman, seemed rather high; needless to say, no profit is taken.

Opened only last month (November) the hostel is far from complete.

Ultimately accommodation for fourteen will be provided but there

are only five boarders at present (all but one are from Belmont).

The hostel is intended for persons of both sexes who have no homes,
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or are driven by force of circumstances to live away from home, who

might have difficulty in coping unaided with the accommodation

problem. Permanent boarders are not envisaged and six months has

been suggested as the maximum period of stay. Although a selection

committee is proposed, the mode of admission is to be kept as informal

as possible. How, then, did the former patients of Belmont get in?

On the hospital’s recommendation.

A non-institutional atmosphere is aimed at. Hence, although entitled

to the style of Matron, Miss Peace is designated simply Warden. It is,

however, proposed that one of the doctors on the Management Com—

mittee should visit one evening a week to discuss with boarders any

residual difficulties. It is still early days for the hostel and Mrs. Goddard,

on behalf of the Management Committee, expressed the hope that

readers might offer their comments on this venture. Any volunteers to

dig the large and neglected garden would be warmly welcomed by

Miss Peace.

 

THE KEYNOTE IS SERVICE

THE human spirit may not flower where God is not, for

1 He is the light of life. Existence without Him is but

an illusion, for without His love to nurture and to guide

we are indeed less than dust—purposeless, bereft and,

what is worse, at the command of every wayward thought

and misconceived desire.

KNOW well that the human spirit is all emotion and must

forever aspire—either towards God through a knowledge

of purpose in Him, or in ignorance away from all the joy

which He has planned.

THE greatest treasure in life is a realisation of God within

—~f0r He is Love. When we have gained it we can then

look forward to increasing joy through service for Him.

THE keynote is service, and if we will only dedicate our-

selves to God’s need in His children the Kingdom will

truly be ours.

John Rice  
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ROUND THE CHESHIRE HOMES

5. St. Bridget’s

St. Bridget’s, situated on the South coast at East Preston, Sussex,

was the fifth Cheshire Home to be established, and was initiated in

October, 1954-.

Group Captain Cheshire, who was on a sick—bed in a tuberculosis

sanatorium in Midhurst at the time, was anxious to purchase a property

in the Angmering district, in which priority would be given to the needs

of West Sussex. He was greatly assisted in his negotiations by Wing

Commdander Byrne of Angmering-on-Sea, a friend of his and a

Battle of Britain fighter pilot. After some unsuccessful efforts, a property

known as “ Holmbury”, a former boarding house within ten minutes

of the sea, was acquired, and Group Captain Cheshire decided to name

this foundation after St. Bridget.

October 8th, 1954, was the feast of St, Bridget, and on that day, in

the afternoon, Wing Commander Byrne brought Group Captain

Cheshire from Midhurst to see the house and to meet a respresentative

gathering of those who had shewn early interest in the Home. In time

for this day there had already been given a certain amount of furniture,

so that chairs were available for the afternoon gathering, and a tem-

porary office had also been set up.

Work now proceeded on making known the needs of the Home. A

large number of handbills were printed, without cost, and distributed

at all the local churches between Arundel and Worthing. The Vicar of

East Preston personally distributed the handbills after his church

services, and the Vicar of Ferring made the Home the subject of his

sermons at morning and evening service.

Donations and offers of help soon began to arrive. Many gifts of

furniture were made, and Mr. Clifford Smith agreed to auction those

items which were not actually required for the Home. Other offers

to help with cleaning, to assist with alterations to the premises, to clear

the garden and keep it in order, and to organise Whist Drives and

similar functions in order to raise funds were also received.

The first meeting of a Working Committee under the Chairmanship

of Wing Commander Byrne was held on October 22nd, 1954, its duties

being to carry out the necessary alterations, procure furniture and

equipment, and make the Home available in all respects in accordance

with the requirements of Group Captain' Cheshire, and then to be

dissolved and handed over to a permanent Managing Committee.

The Working Committee set to work with enthusiasm, and held

meetings at weekly intervals to report progess. An honorary architect

was appointed to supervise the necessary alterations, a heating engineer

offered his services to advise on the best method of heating, appeals

were launched for raising funds, and Wing Commander Byrne made

the necessary arrangements for loans to pay off the initial cost of the

house.
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St. Bridgets’.

By the autumn of 1955 all the necessary adaptations to the house

had been made, furniture had been provided, and the necessary staff

engaged, and in November, 1955, the first two patients were admitted.

No formal opening ceremony was held, but Group Captain Cheshire

came down to St. Bridget’s and spent the night there. He took the

opportunity of thanking the Working Party for the hard work they had

put in, and congratulated them on the results of their efforts, and the

Working Party then dissolved itself and handed over to a permanent

Management Committee, to be responsible for the future running of

the Home.

St. Bridget’s soon began to function as a well organised Home, and

it was not long before it had accepted its full capacity of seventeen

patients, all between the ages of thirty and sixty. Danny Roft, resident

at the Home from the start, won £100 in a football pool, and gave 550

as the first donation towards the lift installation.

The raising of Funds to pay off loans and provide for working

expenses became a matter of urgency, and the Management Committee

put in a considerable amount of work in enlisting the support of local

sympathisers. The ladies of the Committee organised Summer Balls

in 1955, 1956 and 1957, the first two at the Beach Hote‘, Littlehampton,

and the last at Arundel Castle, kindly lent for the occasion by the Duke

of Norfolk, and these realised profits of J€447, £546 and £285 respec-

tively. Mr. Clifford Smith also organised a Horse Show and Gymkhana

in aid of St. Bridget’s in the latter two years. Unfortunately it rained

unceasingly on the Day in 1956, but nevertheless J£50 was handed over

to the Home, whilst in 1957, which produced a fine day, a profit of over

,£300 was made. A Derby Sweep in 1957 realised over £100, and with
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and Covenants, St. Bridget’s had, by the end of 1957, put itself into a

I

the aid of other sources of income such as Bridge Drives, Subscriptions

sound financial position.
1

In June, 1957, to compensate for the omission of an official Opening

Ceremony, an Open Day was held at St. Bridget’s. Her Grace, the

Duchess of Norfolk presided, supported by Group Captain Cheshire,

Lady Denning, and members of the Management Committee. A large

number of local residents and well-wishers were invited to the ’

function, and after listening to interesting speeches by the Duchess of

Norfolk, Lady Denning and Group Captain Cheshire, were given the

opportunity of inspecting St. Bridget’s before having tea in the grounds,

followed by a film on the work of the Cheshire Homes.

For some considerable time the need for additional accommodation

at St. Bridget’s, either by adding to the existing premises, or obtaining

new buildings, had been apparent. By a fortunate chance, the property

next door came into the market in November, 1957, and is in negotia-

tion for its purchase. After the necessary alterations have been made it

will be possible to increase the number of patients to thirty, resulting,

it is hoped, in economies in administration and overhead expenses. It

will also enable more suitable accommodation to be provided for the

matron and nursing staff, a much needed improvement. Arrangements

are being made for a loan to enable the purchase of the premises to be

completed, and once more the friends of St. Bridget’s are setting to work

to raise money to pay off these additional commitments.

No note on St. Bridget’s would be complete without mention being

made of Mrs. Judkins. For eighteen months she has devotedly carried

out the duties of Matron and during that period has built up a wonderful

spirit in St. Bridget’s, and has won the affection of all with whom she

has come in contact. She left in February, 1958, to attend to family

duties, but fortunately she has agreed to be a member of the Manage-

ment Committee, so her valuable experience and advice will still be

available to St. Bridget’s.

I like work: it fascinates me. I can sit and look at it for hours. I love

to keep it by me; the idea of getting rid of it nearly breaks my heart.

Jerome K. Jerome

 

The Twelve Months

Snowy, Flowy, Blowy, ~

Showery, Flowery, Bowery,

Heppy, CrOPPy, Dr0ppy,

Breezy, Sneezy, Freezy.

George Ellis
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LANCASHIRE GETS WEAVING

by F. B. Beswick, M.B., Ch.B.

When David Arthur left the Army soon after the last war ended he

was about twenty—five. He was an architect by profession, his job was

waiting for him and the outlook seemed very good. Soon, however, the

future became grim because his legs and his left arm were rapidly

paralysed by multiple sclerosis which left him so crippled that he was

unable to carry on with his work.

Soon after this happened his mother died; a little later his younger

sister died and, with an ailing father, his remaining brothers became

unable to manage him, and so he had to go into hospital. Still later

both his brothers had to move out of his native town and David Arthur

was transferred to a hospital a considerable distance away from his

friends.

His fiancee, Anne, was able only to visit him occasionally and she

became extremely anxious about his welfare when the inevitable

happened, that is, when David Arthur was moved into the senile ward.

Her anxiety led her to write to the Cheshire Trust, but she discovered

that there was no room for David Arthur in any of the existing homes

nor was there a Home in Lancashire.

By this time a local branch of an association of young professional

and business men, called Round Table, had been established and a

number of David Arthur’s lifelong friends were members of it. David’s

illness had caused us a considerable amount of anxiety but we had been

able to do only one or two minor things for him. When we heard of

Anne’s unsuccessful attempt to find a home for him and learned that no

home similar to a Cheshire Home existed in Lancashire, we decided to

see what we could do.

White Windows had recently been started in the West Riding and it

was from the Management Committee and the residents there that the

Tablers learned of the great need for such homes. Through the same

people we learned how the house had begun and how it was administered.

In the early days of 1957 we decided to start a Home for Lancashire.

The most obvious thing to do was look for premises, but in that part

of Lancashire big houses are rather rare and some months later nothing

suitable had been found. Feeling a little depressed, a group of Tablers

decided to go over to White Windows one Sunday in September to

discuss what should be done next. That journey was the turning point,

for the Tablers saw “ Honresfeld ”. At first sight, the house looked

empty, but when we peered through the windows we found that

someone was obviously looking after it although the furniture was

arranged in a way which led us to believe that no one was actually living

there.

We made enquiries and found that “ Honresfeld ” was owned by the

Borough Rubber Company in Littleborough and we asked Mr. Johnson,

the Managing Director if it was for sale. He said. “ What do you want
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it for?" We said, “ To start a Cheshire Home for Lancashire.” He

said, “ What is a Cheshire Home?” We said, ” Come with us and we’ll

Show you.” So we took Mr. Johnson to White Windows and he was

so impressed with what he saw that he went back to his board of

directors and recommended that the house should be given to us. The

directors agreed and so “Honresfeld” came into our hands. The

Trustees of the Cheshire Foundation agreed that Honresfeld was

suitable. ,

Then the work started in earnest. The Tablers ran a gigantic rafile

selling something like 10,000 tickets at a shilling each. This money

is now being used to finance the initial stages of the home and to cover

initial expenses of publicity. A few Tablers had been going round to

other Round Tables in Lancashire informing them of the scheme and

enrolling their support.

Seven Tablers with Anne, Mr. Johnson and Mr. Cheetham, our

solicitor, formed an interim management committee and began the work

of opening the home. We held our first public meetings in Oldham

on March 4th, Royton on March 19th, Chadderton on March 25th,

Ashton on April 8th, Blackburn on April 22nd, and Rochdale on

April 23rd. In each town a support group (Friends of “ Honresfeld ”)

was formed and the response from the people was most enthusiastic.

A lot of the enthusiasm was engendered by Jim Jaquest from White

Windows, who has spoken at a number of these meetings and has been

a tower of strength to us.

Whilst all this was going on, the backroom boys were planning, the

Tablers and their wives (the Ladies Circlet) were raising money and

working at “ Honresfeld ” and a thousand and one jobs were being

done. The house was opened to the public and during the first two days

we had about 4-00 visitors.

Again we were lucky. A young nursing sister (Sister Maureen Ash-

worth), who trained at Guy’s Hospital heard of the scheme. She is a

Royton girl and has recently been working at Oldham. She went with

us to “ Honresfeld”, then to White Windows where she bought a

basket from Jim Jaquest. On the way home we called in at “ Honres-

feld ” where Sister Maureen placed her basket in one of the rooms and

said, “ This is my room.” The next day she handed in her notice and

she has started to work for us from May lst. At present she is at Le

Court “ learning the ropes ”.

By now we felt confident enough to fix a date for opening in a small

way with one or two residents, and, all being well, this will be May 17th.

David Arthur is to be one of our first residents and we hope that now a

new life will start for him and also for the twenty-nine residents

who will live there when we have developed to the full. Lancashire

will do it.

Three may keep a secret, if two are dead.

Benjamin Franklin
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EVERYDAY AIDS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Special tools can now be devised at little cost to meet individual

needs. A further major service to the handicapped is the relief

of disability through simple and appropriate house planning.

By M. Smyth

(From “ The Medical World." Reproduced by courtesy of the Editor.)

In recent years a great deal of thought has been given to the provision

of minor aids for the disabled. Surgical appliances and major aids,

such as invalid chairs or tricycles, have been less of a problem than

special tools for eating, drinking, washing, dressing and the ordinary

occupations and recreations of daily life.

Apart from the need to devise an appropriate aid for the individual

user, there has been the question of expense. In overcoming these

difficulties a notable lead has been given by rehabilitation workers in

this country, backed by the interest and co—operation of local authorities

and voluntary agencies. Where this (Jo-operation exists, and that of

general practitioners as well, it should now be possible to meet individual

needs at little cost. Aids to independent living can be made under

medical supervision of ordinary inexpensive materials and from

patterns so simple that they can be copied by any local craftsman or

handyman. Many indeed are improvised by the disabled themselves.

Some are available to local welfare services from the Nlinistry of Labour.

While there are few handicaps for which some intelligent answer has not

been found, there is a strong bias against mere “ gadgets ”. Most aids

fall into classes and combinations of long handled tools, grip handled

tools, and steadying devices.

Long handled tools may easily be made of wood, wire or aluminium

tubing, all of which can be bought in any town. Perspex or plastic may,

of course, be used, but this is specialised work, not within the reach

of all, and the resulting tool may be more expensive. A handle of

hollow aluminium electric light conduit 3; inch gives good results. It is

light and durable; electricians have a simple method of bending it in

any direction. A razor, comb, knife, fork, spoon or other instrument

can be inserted and secured by rivets or plugging with wedges of

split dowel topped by plastic cement. Wood, in varying thicknesses

of broomstick, or dowel rod, can make extensions for household tools, a

handle to which a cheap metal shoehorn may be screwed, as well as

holders for combs, brushes and the like. Twisted aluminium wire

136; inch makes the cheapest of all handles. It is strong and pliable and

particularly useful when combined with a sorho sponge. Service-

able grip handles may be made from the ridged rubber caps of bicycle

handlebars. These, wedged with cork, can hold any tool, from a

toothbrush or cutlery to a vegetable peeler. Where there is little or no

grip, a hand bracelet may be added by threading a length of g inch

elastic through the cap and fastening it over the hand. Such a

holster can also be made in other materials, and can, of course, be

combined with a long handle. Where a thick handle is needed, ready—

made help may often be found in a light wooden handle designed for
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  agricultural tools, such as a sickle or a file. Knives and forks can be

inserted into these and fixed with plastic cement. Electroplated spoons

and forks can be bent to give the correct angle.

Among many simple steadying devices are wedged wooden boards

across bath, sink or wheelchair; measured holes in raised surfaces;

carpenter’s table clamps; rubber suction feet; Stationers bulldog

clips; and inexpensive magnets. A wedged board across the end of the

bath, possibly combined with wooden steps or bath seat, gives sliding

or sitting room for a patient getting in or out; a wedged board across

a sink allows a kettle to be slid without lifting, or provides a base to

which vegetable peelers or nailbrush can be screwed for the one-

handed. Carpenters’ table clamps of all sizes secure objects or materials

to a flat surface and can be built into such aids as one-handed knitters,

embroidery frames and certain kitchen equipment. Rubber suction

feet, sold on cards at multiple stores, are useful in many ways, par-

ticularly when inserted in the back of a wooden nailbrush. A large,

though more expensive, rubber suction clamp will hold down any bowl

or saucepan and is on sale in this country. Stationers’ bulldog clips can

be screwed down through one of the holes in their handle to hold

material, or papers, or plastic tubes to drinking vessels and metal

bunkers to plates. Magnets combined with thin, inexpensive ferrous

metal sheeting provide one of the most useful of all aids for the one-

handed writer, as the magnets hold writing paper with the strength of

glue. A metal board and magnets arranged over the head of a recumbent

patient make it possible to read a paper, write, draw or paint at any angle.

There are various aids, manufactured and otherwise, to meet the

difficulty of pulling on socks and stockings. These include sewing

loops of tape to the top of socks, stockings and underclothes so that they

may be pulled up either on lengths of tape or with ordinary metal cup

hooks screwed to dowel rods. It is also possible to make or buy tools,

lazy tongs or claws, which can pick up objects from a distance.

But it is in ideas for housing for the disabled that the biggest advance

has lately been made and the greatest work for the future remains to be

done. At present many disabled people live in conditions which

emphasise their disabilities. Wherever it is possible in any way to

replan their surroundings, to avoid steps, adjust heights, contrive

continuous levels on working surfaces, supply a trolley, bring things

within reach, the need for “ gadgets” becomes negligible. The

outstanding fact is that even a few alterations may make independence

possible. Surely hope for the future should lie not in complicated

housing for the disabled but in a universal standard of housing in

which doorways, doors, handles, taps, plumbing, gas and electric

fittings should be suited to physically handicapped and able-bodied

alike? If this generation could advance that ideal, it would be an

achievement. Meanwhile, rehabilitation departments, with firm common

sense, train patients, not in glossy, gadget filled kitchens, but on the

cookers and equipment they are likely to find at home.

Many local authorities are prepared to make certain adaptations to
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Council houses, to widen doors, provide handrails, and ramps for

wheelchairs, and adjust lavatory, bath and kitchen arrangements.

Adaptations to houses other than these can be aided by grants under

section 29 and 30 of the National Assistance Act, 1948, where the local

authority has introduced a scheme for service to the physically handi-

capped. British gas and electricity boards are understanding and co-

operative. Most fires and cookers can be raised or lowered, and electric

switches and gas taps adapted.

In this field much public money can be saved by a common sense

approach to the individual problem. The best results are obtained if

the most economical ways of making aids, adaptations and alterations

have been studied, the advice of experts taken and voluntary help

organised.
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BECOMING OVER-ABSORBED IN OURSELVES

(Ed.—Thefollowing extracts arefrom an article by Nancy Bull in a recent

number of The Magic Carpet, the journal of the Invalid Tricycle Associa-

tion. She wrote under the title “ I: the I. T.A. Enough? ” and her answer

was, of course, “ No.” We in the Cheshire Homes, living as we do more

sheltered from the world, should surely heed her words and take pains to

widen our interests, our understanding, our sympathies.)

Is it wrong for disabled people to mix exclusively with other disabled

people? . . . I wonder how the majority of you feel about it. Do we

tend to shun the able—bodied world, and lose our sense of inferiority

in the sole company of those as badly, or worse, afflicted than ourselves?

Is it an easy way out? A lack of courage in facing up to life?

We live in an able-bodied world, and the fact that we have a physical

disability should not debar us from participating in that world in our

working and social life. . . . Of course, we cannot play football, or dance

or spend an evening ice-skating, but we can enjoy watching these

pursuits with able-bodied friends. And when it comes to the worlds of

art, music, literature, etc., these are wide open to us, and our handicaps

count for nothing. (There is the whole world to be interested in.) Never

at any previous period in history have there been so many facilities for

learning. How many of us take advantage of them?

Does a combination of inferiority complex and laziness keep us

rooted to the same old activities, the same old thoughts? If this is the

case, then our disabilities become again the peg upon which to hang all

our personal failures, and even worse, the excuse for our refusal to even

try anything new. Having a disability which we all, without exception I

think, secretly feel makes us a little less attractive to others, surely it is
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up to us to compensate for it by making ourselves more attractive in some

other way. If we feel ourselves dull, then others will also find us dull.

Boredom is a sad admission of brain failure. With all that there is

to do and learn and feel and experience, no one person can possibly fit

everything into one lifetime, not even just those aspects of human

activity which particularly attract him. In a way, it is easier for us. The

athlete, the dancer, any person who spends a good deal of his time in

physical pursuits, is often torn between these things and his more

artistic interests. We have no such problem. We can automatically rule

out all those things of which we are physically incapable and even then

we shall find that life is too short to do all the things we can do.

Stevenson summed it up very neatly in that charming little child’s

verse which we all learned at school—“ Life is so full of a number of

thing, that I’m sure we should all be as happy as kings.” . . .

Let us make sure that our hearts and our eyes and our minds are

active, not only in helping to run the I.T.A. (Ed.—or the Cheshire

Homer), but in the all important business of living also.

TWO TRIBUTES FROM RESIDENTS AT

HOVENDEN HOUSE

Hello, Smilers! Greetings to all Cheshire Homesters from Hovenden.

This last year has seen the inauguration of several Cheshire Homes

including our own. We honour and salute you, Group Captain, for the

foundation of this very fine Home, situated in beautiful grounds. It is

a lovely house, and must be seen to be believed. The house and

grounds we owe to the benevolence of Mr. Worth, a friend, not only

of the Group Captain, but of us all. The Home is run very efficiently

under the capable guidance of the matron, Mrs. Hampshire.

Of course, the hard-working Committee have great plans in hand.

Even now the noise of hammering, etc. can be heard executing the

necessary structural alterations to make the Home so ideal for us

disabled people. A lift has just been installed (very welcome music to

us indeed!) financed and installed by Rotary Clubs in the area. We

intend to have a bumper Garden Party too this summer.

We of Hovenden House are very fortunate that so many kind people

living in the area do not stint their efforts to make this the most worthy

of all the Cheshire Homes. Everything possible is done to make our

lives comfortable. Visits have been arranged recently to many kinds

of entertainments, transport provided, in fact, nothing forgotten, even

to the smallest detail.

Of the efforts of so many people words fail to express my admiration.

May I humbly say “ Thank you.”

The name of Cheshire will certainly never be forgotten.

A. P. HARRY.
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   When Group Captain Cheshire started these Homes he invented

security for many people which is one of the most wonderful pieces

of work a man’s brains could ever think out. I have found myself full

of contentment here. When I look around and see the other patients

all with different disabilities, it seems to me extraordinary how they

keep so much of their spirits to such a high standard of the utmost

happiness.

We are very fortunate to have such an excellent Matron with the

finest of ideas, and a staff that is always ready to help anyone less

fortunate than themselves.

I know we are most grateful to all those who have worked so hard

for our welfare.

We say many, many sincere thanks.

ELSIE HUDSON.

“PAUL”

(Some extractsfrom the woman’: column of the Weston Mercury (Weston-

super-Mare) of 3rd january, I958. Reproduced by courtesy of the Editor.)

I was wondering how to start off my first column for the New Year,

when I had a letter from Paul Hanson. It is a name that to me stands for

courage and endurance beyond ordinary levels.

Paul is a cripple, a spastic, in his twenties. I have known him for

some four years, and have always greatly admired him, because, despite

manifold handicaps, he has educated himself, and he has a very fine,

quick brain and a real sense of humour. I have always felt that if I

had to bear half as much as Paul had to, my sense of humour might

have been mislaid by now.

Towards the end of last year Paul started a new way of life. He

left Somerset, and his many friends here in Weston, and went to

live at the Cheshire Foundation Home at Liss, in Hampshire. Here is

a little of a long and interesting letter he typed to me (he has very little

use in either hand and his typing is an achievement): “ The Home is in

a beautiful position on a hillside, with a magnificent View. We have

our own ambulance, and since I have been here I have been to a circus,

a firework display, two plays, and a G. and S. opera, ‘ Ruddigore ’. We

also go to Greatham Church on Sunday mornings.

“ We have individual radios in all the bedrooms, and a projection

T.V., and a good library. We also have our own film unit. We have

services every night in our chapel, and Holy Communion on Wednes-

days. Last night the Royal Engineers’ Association from Longmoor

Camp gave us a tombola party.”

That letter is typical of Paul, no complaints. All he has ever men-

tioned were the good things that have happened to him.
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  FAITHFUL OPTIMIST

(From the Universe, 19th November, l957~reprinted by courtesy of

the Editor).

“ One man’s blind optimism is another man’s sublime faithfland

that is the explanation given for the initiation and success of White

Windows. . . . The story was told by Mr. F. Dixon, ].P., the new chair—

man, at the first annual meeting last November.

The owner of a local spinning mill, Mr. R. H. Blackburn, foundation

president of the Halifax Catenian circle, brought Group Captain

Cheshire to speak as the guest of honour at a Catenian dinner. From

then on Mr. Blackburn worked unceasingly to establish a Home. With

no assurance that the purchase money would be forthcoming, he took

an option on a 17th century mansion which had been used as a hostel

for European workers. To find help, he spoke to people in the street

and to audiences of up to 4,000.

He did nearly all the clerical work and much of the manual labour

too, stoking boilers, moving furniture and acting as nurse.”

Money is like muck, not good unless it be spread.

Francis Bacon

 

THESE THINGS SHALL COUNT

By Diana B. Stoddart

To the lowly of spirit and joyful of heart,

Who are ready for action whatever the part.

Eager to praise and in others to find,

All that is gentle, and noble and kind;

Seeking the true things and making them stay,

Proving their depth both in work and in play;

Praying for guidance and so to forget,

All that has caused them pain or regret;

Longing to help by a word or by deed,

Others in trouble, in darkness or need;

Bringing fresh hope when it seems there is none,

These things shall matter when life here is done.   
 

Advice is seldom welcome; and those who want it the most always

like it the least.

Philip Dormer Stanhope,

Earl of Chesterfield.
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NEWS FROM THE HOMES

? Ofiicial new: and informal gom'p sent in by the various

l administrations as well as by the resident patients

 

? themselves.

X} 1151‘

‘83
0'5

Resident Patients ~ Latest Figures

lWen Women Total

Le Court, Hampshire . . . , . . , . . . 26 13 39

St. Teresa’s, Cornwall . . . . . . . . . . 13 12 25

St. Cecilia’s, Bromley, Kent . . . . . . . . 10 11 21

St. Bridget’s, West Sussex . , . . . . . . 11 6 17

Staunton Harold, Leicestershire . . . . . . 14 15 29

Ampthill Park, Bedfordshire . . . . . . . . 22 22

Alne Hall, York . . . . . . . , . . . . 13 20

White Windows, Yorkshir . . . . . . . . 18 26

Hovenden House, Lincolnshire . . . . .

Seven Rivers, Essex . 7

Nliraflores, Wimbledon, London:

i
l
l
l
w
o
o
c
x
i
l

 

The Children’s Home, Dorcheste 4

Greathouse, \Viltshire . . , . —

Honresfeld, Lancashire
3

234

CHESHIRE HOME FOR MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

CHILDREN

Hawthorn Lodge, Hawthorne Road, Dorchester, Dorset

Hawthorn Lodge has been opened for mentally defective boys and

girls up to the age of eleven years. Children will be accepted for

periods of 1—2 months to give parents a rest and holiday, or in the event

of a family emergency. A moderate weekly charge is made.

The house is being completely redecorated and new equipment

is required. Valuable help and generous support is being given by

the Dorchester Round Table and many voluntary organisations.

We have had several enquiries about the work of Miss Freda Wilson

since our last report over a year ago from Duntish Court, Buckland

Newton. Now, from new surroundings at Dorchester, she writes,

“ Here at Hawthorn Lodge we have four children, Susan, our foun-

dation member, whom you mentioned in your last report of us, is now

twenty months old. Then comes Christopher who is just under three

years. Charles, the most mobile, is six, and, Margaret, a bed case, is

seven. All of these need care and training as you may well imagine.”

Freda Wilson, and her mother, Mrs. Florence Wilson, are managing

the house practically alone at present.
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GREATHOUSE, KINGTON LANGLEY, CHIPPENHAM,

WILTS

Mr. (late Sqdrn. Ldr.) L. G. Aspinal is now installed as the Warden.

He and his wife and a small nucleus of staff, are very busy preparing for

the first patients, who may be admitted by the beginning of June.

A public meeting sponsored by Chippenham Rotary Club is being

held at the Town Hall on 28th May to support the establishing of the

Home. The Rt. Hon. Lord Denning, P.C., Chairman of the Trustees,

is coming down to address the meeting.

THE WEST MIDLANDS HOME, WOLVERHAMPTON

A site has been chosen for the Home at Wombourn, and the

immediate objective is to raise enough money to go safely ahead

with its building and establishment. Supporting groups are being

formed in many neighbouring towns, Tettenhall being the latest

recruit. A special appeal fund has been opened to which local business

houses, sporting and other organisations, etc. are being asked to

contribute.

There was a dance at the Star 85 Garter Hotel, Wolverhampton,

on 19th April, arranged by the Penn group; a boxing tournament—

R.A.F. v. Midland Counties—at the Wolverhampton Amateur Boxing

Club on 6th May; a display by the Vera Hildreth School of Dancing at

the Wulfrun Hall—these and many other events are being organised

to help start a new Cheshire Home for the West Midlands.

“ Those for whom we provide are not in need of a hospital or a

nursing home,” says our first news-letter, “ what they fundamentally

require is a home, a place where they can be part of a family where their

disability and, with some, their progressive deterioration is easily

forgotten in the interest of living objectively.”

SEVEN RIVERS, GREAT BROMLEY, COLCHESTER, ESSEX

We have now seven residents and hoping for the early arrival of

another four or five which will fill us to capacity until such time as our

lift is installed.

After a long cold spell, spring has at last come, and thanks to the

efforts of all concerned the Garden is beginning to look brighter and

there is an almost continuous sound of motor mowers.

Our dining room has been improved with pictures and some fine old

china the gift of well wishers helps to decorate the walls, over the fireplace

hangs a fine oil painting of Queen Victoria when young, which has been

loaned to us.

We are also most grateful for a second television set and a piano with

pianola player.
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Plans are maturing for a flag day in aid of the Home in East Suffolk

on May 17th, and for our first garden féte which is to be held on May

31st.

On April lst we held our own whist drive organized by Fred Sanders

and Len Hobden which was attended by sixty-four people and raised

J€18 58. 6d.

Our red letter day was on April 24th when we were visited by Ten

Mayors and their Ladies from Essex Boroughs; we were at the same

time honoured by the presence of Professor and Mrs. Cheshire who

paid us their first visit and who had driven from London with Miss

Mason. BBC. Television came as well and filmed the party and on

the following evening we saw ourselves on the Regional Television

News, and also received a mention on the Radio.

Shortly we expect to open our canteen.

ST. TERESA’S, LONG ROCK,_MARAZION, CORNWALL

It has been a tonic to us to see Doreen up and about again after

eight weeks in bed, and, of course, Doreen is very happy to be out with

us again. She will be happier still when her particular pal, Jean Horner,

comes back from Yorkshire, where she—Jean~has been on holiday.

On lst May Graham Thomas went home to Taunton for a few weeks

holiday. Later in the month “ Sparks ” made his way to Lourdes with

the National Pilgrimage. On his return he intended to give a talk on

Lourdes, illustrated with slides.

Unfortunately, we have had a set back to our hopes of having our

Concert and Recreation Room well under way by this time. However,

we are plodding on by ourselves, and with our concerts, etc., we hope to

raise quite a fair amount towards the cost of the building we need so

much.

The Concert Party has begun its 1958 season and we have been

booked to give our new one-act play and variety concert at Newlyn,

Indian Queens and Mylor. We are also fairly confident of going to

St. Ives, Newquay, Marazion, Falmouth, Redruth and possibly

Helston and Truro.

To get to these places we need outside help in the matter of transport,

and once again we want to thank the R.N.A.S. at “ Culdrose ” for

their wonderful help in this respect. Mr. Ken Tutthill of Penzance,

is also a very valued friend in this matter of transport.

E.G.S.

First Concert, 1958

Several of the patients and staff went over to the home of Lady

Vyvyan (Trelowarren, near Helston) on 5th April to give a concert,

which had been requested by her several months beforehand.

In the first half of our show, we presentedfiit was another first night

for usvthe play “ Mary Newman’s Secret.” Taking part were—
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  (patients) Enid Bottomley, Irene Edwards, Graham Thomas, Len

Harper, (staff) Grace Maundrell, and (two friends of the Home) Iris

. Osborne and Arthur Gribble. We were most fortunate in being able

to get some colourful costumes in keeping with the period of the play—

a number of which were made by the mother and sister of one of our

patients.

The second part of the concert was made up of musical items similar

to those we did last year. An audience of about 170 was present and all

seemed very pleased with our effort. Lady Vyvyan had everything well

organised for us and we were well looked after in every possible way.

During the entertainment a silver collection was made and about

£30 was raised which went into our Recreation Room Building Fund.

Rugby Enthusiasts

Three of our lads here, Len, Alec and Graham, are regular supporters

of the Penzance & Newlyn Rugby Football Club. They attend almost

every home match. For the past two seasons the Club has given season

tickets and membership cards to the boys and at Christmas the three

“ Pirates" were presented with the exclusive Club Tie and made

Honorary Members.

They are taken to rugby1n a small van by Mr. and Mrs. Glyn White

of Newlyn. Mrs. White works as a nurse at the Home and Glyn spends

much of his time here. Glyn, incidentally, is an ex-player of the

“ Pirates”.

The Club also arranged for the “ boys ” to see the Semi-Final of the

County Championship between Cornwall and Lancashire at Redruth.

They were also invited to the Club’s Christmas Party and Birthday

Party. On both occasions Len and Graham only vaguely remember

returning home!!!

The three “ Incorrigibles ”, as Alvin Williams the ” Pirates ”

Skipper terms them, would like to take this opportunity to express their

most grateful thanks to the Club and Mr. and Mrs. White for their

kindness and hospitality.

STAUNTON HAROLD HALL, ASHBY de la ZOUCH, LEICS.

The big news from Staunton this issue is the wedding of the Matron

and Colonel Rotherford, the Warden, on April 12th. This was a great

surprise to almost everybody in the Hall, for it must have been one of the

best kept secrets of all time.

We had a rumour in the morning that something big was “ on ” but

nobody had a clue what, until the manager of an Ashby hotel arrived

with what was obviously a wedding-cake and bottles of champagne,

etc., and started laying out a table in the middle of the hall. Of course,

that started the fun, with everybody trying to guess who the victim was.

One well-known member of the Patients Committee, with an eye for

business, tried to “ open a book ” on the event, but without success. All
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sorts of suggestions were made as to who it could be, and I heard a

couple of people say, rather jokingly, I think, “ Don’t tell me the Old

Man has got himself hitched!!! ” However, when, at 11.30, the happy

couple arrived back from the church, together with the chairman and

secretary of the Management Committee, who had been in the secret,

you could have knocked us down with a feather. With the aid of the

champagne, which was soon flowing quite freely, we quickly recovered

from our shock and Col. and Mrs. Rotherford were sent off on their

week’s honeymoon, with the best wishes of a very surprised Staunton

ringing in their ears.

There must be something in the air at Staunton just now, for on the

very morning the Colonel and Matron were married, we received news

from one of our patients, Jock Finley, who is at present undergoing

treatment in a Birmingham hospital, that he had become engaged

the previous week—end to Miss Margaret Needham. Margaret, 2:

Leicester girl, is a member of the Red Cross, and met Jock when

she came to Staunton with one of the groups of Red Cross nurses which

help us every Sunday. I am sure that all their friends will wish Jock

and Margaret the very best of luck.

The staff difficulties are gradually improving, partly through the

efforts of the staff themselves, for in the past few weeks two of them

have enrolled members of their families! First of all, our night—

orderly, Alf Bull, got his son, Vic, to come as an orderly, then Christine

talked her sister Penny into joining her here. Penny, like Chris., is

hoping to start her nurse’s training at Nottingham General Hospital

in a few months time, and has decided to work at Staunton until then.

We were all very sorry to learn of the death of Bill Burrows a few

weeks ago. Bill was one of the best-known, and best-loved patients in

Staunton and was acknowledged by all the patients as their leader and

councillor. We all felt that whenever we were in difficulties or trouble,

we could always turn to Bill for a sympathetic hearing and practical

help, and his death leaves a gap which it will be difficult to fill.

LE COURT, LISS, HANTS.

Welcome to two more permanent residents—Charles Levenson and

Barbara Beasley.

It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Hugh Evans.

G.C. wrote a letter to usi“ This is to send you all my very sincere

sympathy 0n the loss of Hugh. I shall miss him so much—as you all

must be doing yourselves. He was the third (or perhaps the fourth)

patient to apply to Le Court, and he has been there as long as Le Court

has been a Home. It will seem very strange without him. But he will

be in a better home, where, pray God, we will all find our way in due

course, and I’m sure that his prayers will help us towards that end——as

I like to think that Le Court itself does. For otherwise all the work and

love that has gone into it would have been to very little avail.”
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  We kept up the tradition, begun last year, of celebrating Easter Day

with a festive dinner to which were invited a number of guests, including

Professor and Mrs. Cheshire and Sir Ernest Gowers, Chairman of the

Management Committee.

At the April house meeting, a new patientsiwelfare committee was

elected. The new chairman is Paul Hunt; Peter Wade is treasurer;

and the third member is Derrick Feltell. We are all very pleased with

the article, elsewhere in this issue, that Paul has written on the aims ,

and purposes of the welfare fund.

A week after the election, Peter Wade, who as “ CS.” readers will

know is also treasurer of this magazine, was involved in a nasty accident,

when his brakes failed to function whilst travelling downhill in his

electric chair not far from Le Court. He has been laid—up in plaster

with two legs and an arm broken. We all hope it won’t be long before he

is back on the job again.

The Anglican congregation at Le Court is now holding a monthly

meeting at which discussions, talks by local ministers or other people

and films or film strips have all played (or will play) a part. With

these, and the recently started daily evening prayers in the Chapel,

the spiritual life of the Anglican community here is growing and

deepening.

The Catholics are extremely fortunate in having Mass celebrated in

the Chapel of the Assumption on Sundays (in addition to our usual

weekdays) through the kindness of the White Fathers from Bishop

Waltham. Benediction is also frequently given as a Le Courtier has

made a magnificent gift of a Monstrance to the Chapel~in honour

of the Centenary year of the Apparition of Our Lady at Lourdes.

One afternoon in March Professor Cheshire gave us an enthralling

account of his recent visit to India. There’s no doubt about it, the

Professor can hold an audience. Like father, like son, as the saying

goes!

The only structural alteration during the last three months has been

the much needed enlargement of the pantry. The adjoining house-

keeper’s office has been incorporated into it. So the Housekeeper (alias

Matron) now shares the Consulting Room with Doctor, Physiothe-

rapist and Chiropodist, when she can escape from the kitchen!

However, we are glad to say that Mrs. Warren, our cook, who

has been in hospital for two months, is now back home, and will be

with us again, we hope, when this appears in print.

In February, Brigadier Glyn Hughes, acting for the Gulbenkian

Trust, visited Le Court, among a score of other charitable institutions.

Squadron Leader L. G. Aspinal, the Warden—elect of Greathouse,

the new Cheshire Home at Chippenham, Wiltshire, spent four days

here learning the ropes.

Soap and education are not as sudden as a massacre, but they are

more deadly in the long run. Mark Twain
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WHITE WINDOWS,

SOWERBY BRIDGE, HALIFAX, YORKSHIRE

Two more patients have recently been admitted, Mr. Reginald

Powell and Mr. Jeffrey Kilding, making a total of twenty-six.

The last three months has been quite a busy time for us at White

Windows. Our engagement books——if we were classy enough to have

them—would have been filled. There have been entertainments galore

in the home—concerts, film shows, sing-songs and the like—and many

of us have been able to attend several outside activities, all of which,

needless to say, are fully appreciated.

One of the high-spots of March was the visit of Dickie Valentine,

whose friendly personality and obvious goodwill made a great im-

pression. With a small company, he entertained us for an hour,

“ sending ” all the “ cats.” He has promised to do all in his power to

help our Homes, White Windows in particular. Thank you, Mr.

Valentine!

Another popular Visitor was that great all—rounder of cricket and

football, Willie Watson, who this season is to take charge of the

Lei'cestershire County Cricket Club. We gave him full permission to

beat any other county he liked—except Yorkshire!

Handicrafts seem to be growing in popularity: canework, leather-

work, weaving and stool-making now all have their devotees. Many

of the products are sold at bazaars and sales-of-work; now things

are being made for the Patients’ Stall at our forthcoming Fete on 14th

June.

As might be expected, the long, hard winter has been rather a

trying time for us, so spring is all the more welcome. Thanks to the

T00 H and other good friends, the gardens are being tidied and im-

proved. At one side of the drive from the main gates a lawn is to be

made; on the other side a flower bed is being removed and the ground

paved to make a sort of sheltered promenade. It will be delightful to

sit there on a summer’s day. Let’s hope there are some worthy of the

name!

One of the pleasantest things about White Windows is the fact

that we really are part of the community. There is absolutely no sense

of isolation or segregation—We feel we belong. The neighbours are our

friends, they drop in for a matter whenever they like. We are accepted,

and when Yorkshire folk accept you it means something!

The crest of the Priestly family, who built this 18th century mansion

in which we live, has been restored and repainted during redecoration

of the hall and staircase.

The patients and staff were delighted to see Father Huddleston and

a party from the Community of the Resurrection a few months ago.

He told us he was very impressed with the work being done here.

Both Bradford and Huddersfield held flag days for White Windows

on Saturday, 19th April.
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ALNE HALL, ALNE, YORK.

A lift has now been installed to carry patients between ground and

first floors. It proves of great benefit and was opened recently by Sir

William Worsley.

With the number of patients rising above twenty there has been wider

application to the making of saleable products, such as small carpets,

leather purses, writing cases, and the like.

We are indebted to Messrs. Rowntrees for many film shows; to

Thirsk Rotarians for a visit to Malton; to Mr. Bridge for a visit to

Helmsley; to Messrs. Cussens and Light for a study in the reproduction

of music.

HOVENDEN HOUSE, FLEET, SPALDING, LINCS.

A mammoth garden fete is to be held on Thursday, 10th July,

which the Marquess of Exeter (Lord Burleighfithe well-known

athlete) has promised to open. Ex-Supt. H. W. Chappell of Spalding

is chairman of the fete committee. A bowls tournament is also being

arranged for 2nd July in aid of Hovenden.

Our lift fund, sponsored by Spalding Rotary, is now past the half

way mark. The target is £2,000.

The Holland group of the British Legion held a meeting at the

Fleet Legion Hall at which Mr. R. H. Blackburn, foundation chairman

of White Windows, was guest speaker. “ There is one thing particularly

I wish to impress upon you,” he told his audience, “ it’s the fact that

we are not concerned solely with ex—R.A.F. personnel, nor with old

people, but with what are normally called ‘ incurables’. And we are

not trying to cure them. We are just trying to give them as normal a life

as is possible.” He detailed methods of raising funds and quoted the

fact that the West Riding of Yorkshire had amassed a total of J€11,000

in seventeen months for White Windows.

An “ Any Questions ” session organised by the East Elloe Contact

Club took place in January. The panel comprised three of their

members and one of our patients, Bert Harry. The visitors brought

with them a large basket of some eighty fresh eggsiva much appreciated

gesture.

The J€25 that the Holbeach Bridge Club donated last November was

used to purchase a complete set of cutlery for the Home. The manu—

facturers have had the set specially polished and stamped with the

words “ Cheshire Home, Fleet ".

At the annual meeting of Holbeach Nursing Division it was reported

that nearly all the members had done duty at Hovenden. A total of

34-6 hours had been worked here during the last three months of 1957.

The staff of the Holbeach branch of F. W. \Voolworth sent us a nice

gift of teacups, plates and serviette rings. And we were delighted to

receive a large number of blooms from the Flower Show held by the
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South Holland Horticultural Society. Many other gifts were received

from this quarter, for which we are very grateful.

ST. CECILIA’S HOME, BROMLEY, KENT

We regret very much the deaths of John Taylor, Teddy Lewis,

Bert Woolcott and Harry Sweetland. They had all been with us a

long time and we shall miss them very much. Many of our Le Court

friends will remember with great aflection John Taylor’s wife.

We are very thrilled to be asked to entertain friends from other

Homes on Family Day this year at Bromley. We are going to let

everyone know as soon as possible about our final plans so that all our

friends are given plenty of time to keep September 26th open. We have

fixed the opening of our New Wing for the day after Family Day in the

hope that many of those from the more distant Homes will be able to

stay over and join us on this occasion. We are delighted that Lord

Deming has agreed to perform the opening ceremony for us. G.C.,

of course, will be there for both Family Day and the Opening.

By the time readers get the June Chexhz're Smile, all our patients will,

we hope, be happily installed in the New Wing. We have still a lot of

building work to be done in the old house in June and July, which is

going to make life quite difficult for both patients and staff. We know

that they will do their best tohelp us get over these two months with the

least possible difficulty. We are most grateful to the International

Voluntary Services who are sending ten people down to the Home for

the whole of July to help tidy the garden and do internal decorating. We

expect all work to be completed by the end of July or middle of August.

As a result of many generous gifts, we have saved sufficient money to

be able to enlarge and convert the present garage into an occupational

therapy room, which will be connected to the main building by a

glass covered-way from the front door. This covered-way will incor-

porate a badly needed ramp to enable wheelchair-bound patients to get

out unassisted via the front door. We are also going to repaint the out—

side of the old house, something which is long overdue.

We have had to defer providing cubicles in the new four and two

bedded rooms until we are in a position to afford these.

As May is not only the tenth anniversary of the starting of G.C.’s

work, but is also St. Cecilia’s fourth anniversary and the month in

which the move into our New Wing takes place, all the local papers

have generously agreed to write a short story about G.C.’s work and

St. Cecilia’s. This, we hope, will help to make our house to house

appeal, beginning at the end of May, a great success.

CHESHIRE HOMES, INDIA

Miss Phil Loneragan said farewell to the Cheshire Homes when

she left early in February for her home in Australia. Another departure
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   from India was Mr. Michael Ward who also left for Australia with the

intention of taking further studies.

Sunday 9th February at “ Venesta South Plot "( Venesta being the

Aluminium Company, Calcutta) was the scene for the performance of

the Bengali play “ Profulla ”. It is one of the greatest dramas written

in Bengali literature by the well-known dramatist, the late Girish

Chandra Ghosh. The proceeds of the production (909 rupees) were

most kindly donated by Mr. Mani Bagchi and the directors of the

Venesta Co., to the Cheshire Homes, India.

Dehra Dun. At present the Group Captain is residing here.

Jamshedpur

We are sad to report the death of Miss Lesly Reardon, our trained

Australian nurse, who has done so much to bring happiness and health

to the children of this Home. “ G.C.” writes—“ Lesly Reardon,

without doubt, was one of the best and most devoted nurses that the

Foundation has ever had, and her death is a great personal loss to all

of us out here in India. From the time that she landed in this country

last June, her health was never good and she was forced to spend

longish periods in bed. Nevertheless she succeeded in building up the

Home at Jamshedpur from very humble beginnings into a model of

its kind in Asia, which excited the admiration of all who saw it. I myself

spent eight weeks there before Christmas, and to watch her at work

amongst the crippled and helpless children was a great inspiration

which I shall never forget. Whilst running the Home on a most pro-

fessional and efficient basis, she loved the children as if they were her

own, and would get up to look at them two or three times every night,

in spite of there being an orderly on duty. They in return looked upon

her as their Mother and would do anything she told them, which when

one considers the circumstances under which they were brought up

and the fact that on her arrival she herself spoke no Hindi, is

remarkable tribute to Lesly.

During her final illness, which began with pneumonia and kidney

trouble and ended in Tubercular Meningitis, Mr. and Mrs. Haley of

the local committee, and Mr. Donelly, Managing Trustee of the Indian

Foundation, spared no effort to give her every possible attention.

They shared her hope that Iamshedpur would one day become the

pride of the Indian Homes, and we may all be sure that under their

able and joint direction the Home to which she gave her life will

achieve its ambition.

Miss Reardon became a Roman Catholic ten years ago, was a Fran—

ciscan Tertiary, and died fortified by the last rites of Holy Church.”

Bombay, A short ceremony was held at Bethlehem House on

2nd February when the foundation stone was laid for the fourth block.

They have welcomed a new Chairman, Mr. Stewart, who took over

from Mr. J. Carney.

Serarnpore. This home broke new ground at the end of February

with the admission of six disabled children. It is planned to set aside
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one ward for children. With this in mind a further batch of six is to be

admitted as soon as the first lot have settled to a routine. The children

have not only been welcomed delightedly by the staff, but have done

much to revitalise the adult patients as well. One of these runs a small

class for the bigger children. And some of the frailer adults, who have

hitherto tended to insist on their bedridden condition, have made tours

round the row of green-painted cots.

THE SINGAPORE HOME

Our first Home in the Far East, situated on Nicoll Drive, Changi, in

the Telok Pauku area admitted the first two patients on the 23rd

December last. They were:

Yap Ah Soo, aged eleven and suffering from muscular dystrophy.

He was living with a foster mother before he came to us,who gave him the

essential physical care but no affection. In the short time he has been

with us he has developed into a happy, naughty youngster which is the

normal state for a child of his age. Although completely bedridden he

shows no sign of boredom or depression.

Joseph Fernandez, aged nineteen, is dumb and has been partially

paralysed, since babyhood. He is now able to move around a lot,

understands everything that is said to him, and is a simple affectionate

boy. His chief occupation is to wander along the beach, collecting

spiders! He has lately taken to wearing a straw hat, and a handkerchief

tied smartly around his neck, much to our delight.

The building of the Home has been made possible by the kindness of

local firms and individuals who have donated office space, money and

building materials and the phenomenal zeal of the R.A.F. Volunteer

Building Party who, with the help from other volunteers and members

of the Apex Club, have done all the construction work, wiring, plumbing

and drainage. The site was originally an old gun emplacement, and is

quite one of the loveliest spots in Singapore.

Mrs. Joyce Jervis, who is Joint Hon. Secretary of the Management

Committee, cheerfully volunteered to take charge of the Home and is

now living——or rather “ picnicking ”—there as its Hon. Secretary

(as she refuses to be called “ Warden ”)1 She is ably assisted and

supported by the Sister, Miss Ivy Matthews, who is responsible for

the medical care of the patients.

The remaining eight patients for the first Ward will be admitted

as soon as modern sanitation is installed. There will eventually be

three Wards housing forty patients.

A cigarette is the perfect type of a perfect pleasure. It is exquisite

and it leaves one unsatisfied. What more can one want?

Oscar Wilde
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   CORRESPONDENCE

“ I feel I must write to tell you how delighted I was with the “ new

look ” of the Cher/lire Smile. Perhaps it isn’t quite so homely in

appearance as the former duplicated booklets, but it is certainly a step

forward. I sincerely hope that all the Cheshire Homes will progress

as favourably as the Editorial Department has done.”

(Miss) Madelaine Bruton, ()ld \Vindsor.

” I can’t help but write and congratulate you on your new Cher/lire

Smile. You certainly have achieved a lot in succeeding to publish such

a fine little magazine, both in the quality of content and format. I hope
an

we will be able to do as well when we are settled and ‘ at home .

Joan Herman, New Horizons, Inc., Connecticut.

” I think (Ilia/lire Smile is a perfectly frightful name for your

magazine. I hope you don‘t mind my saying this, but surely the title

will put off a lot of people. And it is even worse if you haven’t read

‘ Alice in \Vonderland ’ as so many people haven’t. V’Vasn’t it a ‘ Cheshire

grin ’ in Alice in “louderland?

Did Group Captain Cheshire agree to this name? If he did I am

absolutely astounded. Why couldn’t it be just plain ‘The Cheshire

Magazine’, or must it have a whimsy name? Surely not.

I am sorry if this is frightfully interfering, but every time it comes

I am nearly sick because of the title."

Vivian Josalyne, \V'est Monltton, Somerset.

 ~ u‘ <‘u‘u‘u"~

  

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

\Ve hope to start a classified advertisements column

in our next issue. Has anyone in the Homes, or outside,

something to sell? Or have you any needs you wish to make

known? The charge is 25. 6d. per line (or part of line).

Advertising material for next issue must be in by lst August.
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LIST OF HOMES

England

Le Court, Liss, Hants.

St. Teresa’s, Long Rock, Penzance, Cornwall.

St. Cecilia’s, Sundridge Avenue, Bromley, Kent.

St. Bridget’s, The Street, East Preston, West Sussex.

Ampthill Park House, near Bedford.

Staunton Harold, Ashby—de—la-Zouch, Leicestershire.

Alne Hall, Alne, York.

White Windows, Sowerby Bridge, Halifax, Yorkshire.

Hovenden House, Fleet, Spalding, Lincolnshire.

Miraflores, 154-, Worple Road, Wimbledon, London, S.W.20.

(rehabilitation of ex—mental patients)

Seven Rivers, Great Bromley, Colchester, Essex.

Honresfeld, Littleborough, Rochdale, Lancashire.

Hawthorn Lodge, Hawthorn Road, Dorchester, Dorset.

(for Imentally handicapped children)

Greathouse, Kington Langley, Chippenham, Wilts.

India

Bethlehem House, near Vinayalaya, Andheri, Bombay.

Shanti Rani House, 13, Upper Strand Road, Serampore, West Bengal.

Govind Bhawan, 16, Pritam Road, Dehra Dun, U.P.

Vrishanti House, Katpadi Township, near Vellore, South India.

Rustomji P. Patel Cheshire Home, Sundernagar, Iamshedpur.

Banarsidas Chandiwala Swasthya Sadan, Kalkaji, New Delhi.

Malaya

Tana Merah, Nicoll Drive, Changi, Singapore.

Oflice: 10b, Chulia Street, Singapore.
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